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Trauma
“ Trauma is a dehumanizing experience in which those

subjected to it are reduced to the status of objects, victim of
someone else’s rage, nature’s indifference, misfortune or
misadventure. It involves being plunged into a state of
helplessness…when physical control is lost.”
“Childhood Trauma is the experience of a highly distressing
event or situation during youth that is beyond one’s capacity for
coping and/or control.”
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Childhood Trauma
and Psychosis
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There has been much research into relationships
between early adversity and psychological problems
Important role of childhood trauma (CT): sexual &
physical and increasingly emotional and neglect.
Early adversities such as parental loss/separation/
discord, bullying etc contribute to later
psychopathology, CT seems to have particularly longlasting effects.
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CT is associated with most psychiatric disorders
including mood, anxiety, eating , personality,
dissociative, and substance use disorders.
Recently, role of CT in Psychosis has come to
forefront.
Uncertainty about whether or not psychotic patients’
report can be trusted-is unfounded !
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Mayo et al 2017 reviewed literature on CT in UHR
population and risk of conversion to psychosis
• Higher rates of trauma among UHR (86.8%) compared to HC.
• UHR at higher risk for physical trauma (83%) than general population (17%).
• Physical trauma associated with poorer cognitive functioning.
• UHR endorsed higher lifetime history of physical and psychological bullying (30
%, 60%) that HC (14%, 36%)
• Bullying an important form of CT and continues to have effects in adulthood.
• Sexual abuse (SA)particularly associated with mood, anxiety, substance abuse,
posttraumatic stress and eating disorders, suicidal behaviours, and psychosis.
• SA reported higher rates of positive symptoms of a sexual nature
• Females cope with trauma differently-by “internalizing”
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• Strong relationship between CT and severity of psychosis in the
UHR population.
• Sexual abuse, followed by physical abuse, were most
associated with conversion to psychosis.
• Trauma appears to predict conversion to psychosis, but not
independently of other known risk factors such as more severe
positive symptoms, cognition, and functioning.
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Morgan et. al. (2020) in a case
(n=374) control (n=301) study
[“Childhood Adversity and
Psychosis (CAPsy)”]
• 2- to 4-fold increased odds of
psychosis with childhood adversity
• Dose-dependent increase of odds
with exposure to multiple adversities
• Bullying, sexual abuse strongly
associated with psychosis if first
occurrence in adolescence
• Period of “brain plasticity” when
young people are acutely sensitive to
peer issues
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Mechanism of Trauma in CHR individuals
• Cognitive, affective and/or
biological
Stress-vulnerability Model
• Zubin and Spring (1977)
• Individuals possess a genetic or
biological vulnerability to
psychosis and can withstand a
certain amount of stress.
• Beyond a threshold the risk of
psychosis increases.
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Stress-Sensitization Model
• Animal studies and Epigenetic effects
• Individuals experience their first psychiatric illness
when they have a biological vulnerability and
experience a major stressor.
• After this vulnerability increases requiring less stress
for the person to develop recurrent or more severe
psychiatric issues
• Partial evidence reported in the NAPLS study, in which
CHR individuals who converted to psychosis not only
reported more SLEs but also experienced higher
levels of self-reported stress than those who remitted.
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Trauma and the HPA Axis
• Abnormalities in cortisol secretion in CHR samples
compared to HC.
• Participants who converted to full psychosis had
higher mean daily cortisol levels than those who had
remitted.
• May be related to the high rates of mood and anxiety
disorders rather than being central to psychosis.
• Dysregulated stress response with altered cortisol
secretion evidence of a subgroup who experience an
affective/stress pathway to psychosis.
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Amygdala
• Both amygdala and dopamine system are involved in
the regulation of emotion responses, including fear,
and the attachment of salience to external stimuli.

Dissociation
• Trauma increased likelihood of dissociation, which has
been implicated in the development of hallucinations
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Cognitive Mechanisms
• Early adversity may lead to the formation of negative
schemas of the self, others, and the surrounding
environment.
• Negative views may contribute to greater external
locus of control and increased symptoms of suspicious
or paranoia.
• CT may be associated with faulty responses to
environmental stimuli, such as informational
processing bias for negative or irrelevant stimuli.
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Project Methodology
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Objective
•

Enrol YP in the headspace-EP program (Penrith)

•

Do QEEG, check symptom profile

•

Provide 20 session of NF

•

Report findings and improvements

Currently
•

25 YP have been referred since Jan 2021

•

10 EEG done

•

7 started NF
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Quantitative EEG (QEEG)
•

Electroencephalography (EEG) is Neurologist tool for diagnosis
Epilepsy

•

Quantitative EEG involves further analysis of the raw EEG to get
insights into how the brain is functioning !

•

Although not “diagnostic” Qs provides valuable idea re:
•

General intelligence

•

Mood regulation

•

Energy levels

•

Tendency to anxiety or agitation

•

Tendency to ruminate (read OCD)

•

Inattentive and impulsive (read ADHD)

•

Sub-clinical epileptic transients ( Brain instabilities))
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QEEG Brain waves & QEEG profiles
•

Slow waves: Delta, theta, alpha,

•

Fast waves: beta, (gamma)

•

Comparison with normative databases

•

Different diagnosis can have similar QEEG profiles

QEEG & Medication selection
• Frontal hypercoherent alpha will respond to SSRI/SNRI
• Frontal/global excess theta (seen in ADHD/some Depression) to Stimulants
• Epileptic transients/ spindling Beta (seen in Bipolar) to Antiepileptics
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•

QEEG and Neurofeedback
•

More precise understanding of brain functioning

•

More precise idea of disordered brainwaves and their locations

• Some YP/Clinician responses so far (less than 10 sessions)
“I feel more focussed and calmer.” Objectively: YP can now participate in sessions for an
extended period and contribute efficiently to treatment planning. Earlier he would often get
very anxious a few minutes into the session and leave.
“When I am in public situations, even though the paranoia is there, I can stay calm” Used
to have to walk through the shopping only looking at the floor, to reduce paranoid feelings,
now can look around her.
“My thoughts are less racy” “During the session, I started smiling for no apparent reason
and also felt very relaxed” “Recurrent nightmares have stopped on neurofeedback.”
Objective observations- Improvement in attendance to planned sessions. Earlier, very
erratic in engagement.
“Neurofeedback has made me calmer.”
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Neurofeedback Research
in Psychosis
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Bolea (2010) reported NF treatment of a
case with resistant schizophrenia
•

resident of psych hospital 20 year

•

Better behavioral self-regulation,
cognitive, affect regulation

•

Resumed community living

•

2 yr follow-up documented good
adjustment with half the number and
dosage of medication

•

Similar outcomes in 70 other chronic
inpatients
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Surmeli et al. (2012)
N= 51, duration 9 year, PANSS score > 70 (avg. 110)
At least 1 ineffective treatment with avg medications 3.4 (SD2.1)
48 out of 51 completed the program
Mean number of sessions- 58
Mean PANSS scores reduction- 82%
47 showed “response” (>20% reduction on PANSS)
Trend towards “Normalization” of all MMPI scores
19 no longer classified as schizophrenia on NxLink database
27 remained medication free and 14 required monotherapy
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Unexpected QEEG findings

Spikes

Note biphasic spike at Fp2 involving Fp1 and F4 at 522 second and 529 seconds. The
second spike preceding a vertical eye movement. Note the background is mixture of theta
and beta with absence of alpha (alpha dropout) suggesting sleep.
[Speed 30mm/s, Gain 100 uV, LFF 0.5 Hz, HFF 30 Hz]
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Sharp waves

Sharp negative wave at T3 and T4 at 313s followed by polyspikes and slow wave at F7
and F8 at 314s.[30, 70, 0.5, 15]
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Infra-Slow waves (“Harbinger of epilepsy”- Niedermeyer)

Infra slow wave continues in Eye closed. Background alpha is small and ill sustained.
[Paper speed 30mm/s, Gain 70uV, LFF 0.16 Hz, HFF 30 Hz]
Presentation Title
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Myoclonus

This is seen in predisposed individuals on clozapine.
Presentation Title
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Quantitative changes
Frontal midline slow wave is seen
in OCD
Central midline Excess Theta Beta
ration is seen in ADHD\
Dyslexia is associated with slowing
in Left post temporal area
Right posterior temporal area
issues are seen in ASD
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